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Introduction 
 

In the United States, Amish and Old Order Mennonite people 
are often associated with romance novels, pastoral landscapes, 
furniture and rumspringa.1 If one is inclined to associate either 
group of people with travel beyond their ‘horse and buggies’, it will 
likely be with couples or families travelling together as plain 
people on the Amtrak trains that connect Pennsylvania, Ohio and 
Indiana or with private buses going from these areas to Sarasota, 
Florida, by train, usually to Tijuana, Mexico, for medical 
procedures.2 These notions are only partially correct: since 2000, 
young, unmarried women from very conservative Christian groups 
– the Old Order Amish, New Order Amish and Old Order 
Mennonites – have travelled to northern Mexico. These women 
serve as teachers in the schools of the Old Colony Mennonite 
Church in Mexico, a group that shares many values with the Amish 
and Old Order Mennonites in the US. These teachers are also 
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accompanied by other women serving as house sisters, who cook, 
clean and do laundry for them. Often, older couples, or house 
parents, accompany these women to take care of their homes as 
well.3  

The teachers, house sisters and house parents, from the US, are 
part of a North American project with participation also from 
Canada and Mexico, that aims to reform the Old Colony 
Mennonites’ curriculum, direct new reform-minded schools and 
train future teachers. This project is primarily driven by women 
who take ownership over their own lived experiences and live in 
ways atypical for their cultures. 

The Amish and Mennonite women articulate their experiences 
in Mexico through a literary format known and loved in their 
communities: letters. Their letters “home” are published in a 
newsletter called the Old Colony Mennonite Support Newsletter 
(OCMS Newsletter).4 Some teachers have also contributed to a 
collective memoir titled Called to Mexico: Bringing Hope and 
Literacy to the Old Colony Mennonites.5 One of the teachers, 
Rachel Miller, has also published her own memoir called Vision for 
the Journey: An Amish Schoolteacher’s Mission Among the Old 
Colony Mennonites in Mexico.6  

This article researches a selection of these women’s letters and 
memoirs written between 2004 and 2012, places them in their 
context and seeks to engage with these women’s writing in a way 
that would make sense from their lived experiences. To do so, I 
survey sociological literature regarding the study of conservative 
expressions of several religions, and the history of Amish and 
Mennonites. I then turn to the three generation long US-based 
Amish and Old Order Mennonites relationship to Old Colony 
Mennonites in Mexico. With this context in mind, I examine and 
seek an interpretation of these women’s voices. Significantly, their 
letters are written for a fundraising newsletter, with a particular 
mission focus, and so highlight the positive aspects of this project. 
They, thus, also align with some of the negative aspects of 
missionary history, reflecting a somewhat paternalistic view of the 
host country and culture, and the participation of missionaries in 
colonial projects. At the same time, these letters suggest positive 
change for the women writing. I argue that they illustrate 
continuity and change between their home communities in the US 
and host communities in Mexico, and that this analysis can 
contribute to an overall re-evaluation of the role of women in 
conservative religious communities.7  

I make this case by relating the women’s letters to their lives, 
even when they offer up very little in the way of personal 
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information. I argue that, according to their letters and other 
reflections, teaching in Mexico has given the women unexpected 
leadership opportunities. Moreover, I observe that Rachel Miller’s 
memoir, and the house sisters’ and teachers’ letters show how the 
Amish and Old Order Mennonite women have expanded their 
understandings of their own religious traditions as they create new 
expressions of religious devotion in Mexico. At the same time, I 
note that these sources also illustrate various ways that the 
teachers and house sisters’ significant emotional labour, in their 
classrooms and in their homes together in Mexico, means that they 
experienced continuity between their home in the United States 
and host communities in Mexico. This is particularly evident in the 
ways that they describe how they care for one another and for the 
children in their schools.  
 
 

Engaging with Conservative Religiosity 
 
I study these teacher’s letters with reference to Bagele Chilisa’s 

work, Indigenous Research Methodologies, which encourages us to 
use a community’s own language in our research.8 Thus, I focus on 
the Amish and Mennonite women’s reflections, in letters and 
individual and collective memoirs. I also follow anthropologist 
Saba Mahmood’s caution against generalizations of Muslim women 
in Islamic revival movements. She notes that women who wear a 
headscarf and modest clothing may not think in the way outsiders 
would expect.9 Indeed, the Amish and Mennonite women’s letters 
and memoir exemplify what journalists and scholars have noted, 
that women in more conservative religious denominations do not 
have inherently less power compared to women in more liberal 
groups.10 Victor Agadjanian and Scott T. Yabiku’s sociological 
study, “Religious Belonging, Religious Agency and Women’s 
Autonomy in Mozambique,” examines multiple Christian-affiliated 
religious groups. They argue that in these situations, “women 
negotiate and redefine gender roles and inequalities while staying 
within the boundaries of the church.” Outsiders may assume that 
these women are subordinate; yet, these scholars attest that 
women have found meaningful religious experiences and gained 
social power.11  

My article focuses on similar questions by analyzing the US 
Amish and Old Order Mennonite women’s perspectives on their 
experiences in Mexico as shown in their letters home. As I am not 
a member of either religious group, I heed the wisdom of others 
who have researched women’s roles in Amish and Mennonite 
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communities. Diane Zimmerman Umble’s “Who Are You? The 
Identity of the Outsider Within,” for instance, claims that scholarly 
representations of Amish and Old Order Mennonite communities 
can be rhetorically violent. Umble argues that this violence “is 
heightened for [portrayals of] Old Order women, who are 
dismissed as stereotypically oppressed victims of the patriarchy 
and also viewed as relics of a rural past.”12 I thus strive to analyze 
these women’s self-portrayals fairly and “the ways [the 
women] exercise their influence and creativity within perceived 
conformity.”13 In other words, I use the women’s writing to explore 
the ways that they relate their new experiences in Mexico to their 
lives in the US. In a similar way, scholar Beth E. Graybill confronts 
this dilemma in her ethnographic study of women’s clothing in a 
group of conservative Mennonite women in Pennsylvania. Graybill 
acknowledges her own perspective and explains that she “labored 
to make respect and even-handedness [her] guiding principles.”14 
This scholarship reminds us to place the women’s writing in their 
own context and analyze it on their own terms to reach conclusions 
that would make sense to them.15  

 
 

History of the Amish and the Mennonites 
 

I assume a basic familiarity with these US-based religious 
groups; although the Amish and Old Order Mennonites have 
different histories, both send their children to religiously oriented 
private schools,16 and use the horse-and-buggy mode of 
transportation.17 Old Colony Mennonites in northern Mexico, 
although being car-driving people, can, as fellow-plain people, 
identify with groups that use the ‘horse-and-buggy’ form of 
transportation and reject electricity.18 Ironically, in some ways, the 
Old Colony group in Mexico is a more “modernized” group than 
the US group which has come to reform them, but both emphasize 
simplicity and communitarian cohesiveness.19  

Indeed, the Old Colony Mennonites, Old Order Mennonites and 
Amish, should not be solely defined by its use of technology. They 
also share a religious outlook. The most important aspect of each 
group is that they follow God as a Gemeinde [church 
community].20 Indeed, as Wendy Crocker goes on to explain about 
Old Colony Mennonites in Ontario, “salvation was and is bestowed 
on the colony [or community] as a group and not to the individual. 
Thus, life on earth [is] tied directly to … the body of believers.”21 
Life on earth must be lived in community in order to move on to 
heaven in the afterlife. The community hopes for this salvation, 
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which ensures passage to a more positive afterlife, but seeks to 
avoid being presumptuous. This outlook is similar to the Amish or 
Old Order Mennonite belief system and practice. To quote the 
Amish expression, “We ... have what we call the hope of 
salvation.”22 This hoped-for salvation correlates with these 
communities’ high value on humility, which we see in many of the 
letters from Mexico. The New Order Amish differ slightly from the 
Old Order Amish in the US and Old Colony Mennonites in Mexico. 
The New Order Amish separated from the Old Order Amish in the 
1960s in order to emphasize the role of the individual in faith 
formation to a greater extent and to hold community members to 
stricter standards of behavior. The New Order Amish have Sunday 
Schools for children and youth and are engaged in more 
missionary work than the other groups because they emphasize 
‘assurance of salvation,’ that is, certainty regarding their salvation.  

The groups in the US are far from homogeneous. Most, but not 
all, speak Pennsylvania Dutch and send their children to parochial 
schools. Some are more familiar with German than others. 
However, most of the teachers do come from what historian Steven 
M. Nolt calls “more progressive Amish settlements.” In his survey 
of these teachers he notes that places “such as Nappanee and 
LaGrange, Indiana; Lancaster, Pennsylvania… and segments of 
Holmes County, Ohio are overrepresented, while highly traditional 
and especially conservative Amish churches show no interest.”23 
Even though former teachers offer public presentations on their 
experiences throughout these areas, most young women find it 
hard to convince their parents to let them travel to Mexico.24  

Schools are part of both the US and Mexican-based groups’ 
communal venture, as they guide their children into adult 
participation in community life. Educational scholar Mark Dewalt 
notes that in the United States, Amish parochial schools, and I 
would argue Old Order Mennonite schools as well, provide 
Christian education and basic education at the same time.25 Amish 
and Old Order Mennonite teachers are primarily women, and they 
play a foundational role in socializing children, educating them, 
and bringing them into religious life, although this work is 
undervalued and underpaid.26 Conversely, in Mexico, while the Old 
Colony Mennonite teachers in Mexico are mostly married men, 
they hold a similar view on education. Their aim within the private 
schools is to ensure that Old Colony Mennonite “colony thinking 
and traditions are carried into the future.”27 These schools in 
Mexico, however, are typically based on rote memorization of the 
Bible and catechism; as the US teachers put it, this system may not 
always have the desired end result of adults who understand their 
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religious commitment in the same way as someone more familiar 
with these texts. This is where the Amish and Old Order 
Mennonites begin their relationship with Old Colony Mennonites.  

 
 

Contact between Amish and Mennonites in Mexico 
 

The school teachers program was not the first interaction that 
US Amish had with Mexico or Old Colony Mennonites. Formal and 
informal connections between these conservative religious groups 
in the US and Mexico have occurred since 1941, the year the 
conscientious objectors in the United States were first enrolled in 
Civilian Public Service. At that point, several Old Order Mennonite 
and Old Order Amish families, who refused to enlist in neither the 
military nor register as conscientious objectors with the 
government, moved to northern Mexico. These families settled 
near the Old Colony Mennonites and for a time, sent their children 
to Old Colony Mennonite schools.28 Other connections occured as 
well. For instance, Amos B. Hoover, an Old Order Mennonite man 
from Pennsylvania, corresponded with an Old Colony family in 
Mexico as early as the 1950s, when he was a young man.29 In 1984 
and 2007, Amos and his wife Nora Hoover cemented the bonds of 
friendship with these families by travelling to Mexico.30  

What emerged in the 1990s and early 2000s was a very different 
set of interactions. Nolt explains that in 1995, the Mennonite 
Central Committee (MCC) led a tour of US Amish and Mennonites 
of Old Colony communities in northern Mexico. 31 In this way, MCC 
felt that its Amish donors living in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana 
could learn about religious groups somewhat similar to their own.32 
Each of the parties – the Old Colony Mennonites in Mexico, MCC 
and MCC’s Amish donors from the US – expressed appreciation for 
this visit.33 In particular, the Amish men spoke of similarities with 
Old Colony Mennonite people. However, the reports on the trip 
suggest that the Amish men expressed concern about Old Colony 
schools but were impressed by the schools and materials used by 
another group in the Mexico, the somewhat more progressive 
Kleine Gemeinde who had their own church-run schools.34 The 
Amish people then felt compelled to do something for the Old 
Colony Mennonites. At home in the US, Old Order Mennonites 
agreed to join the effort, stating that: “Surely there must be a way 
of retaining and strengthening that which is good and try to 
improve…”35  

The Amish and Old Order initiative coincided with a reform 
impulse already in existence in Mexico. Mennonites in Manitoba 
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Colony, the oldest and largest of numerous Mennonite colonies in 
Mexico, and communities around the nearby city of Cuauhtémoc, 
had a number of committees that oversaw social service projects, 
and according to local understanding, these committees were 
instrumental in rethinking education. Part of this development was 
due to the collaboration of work by MCC-sponsored teachers’ 
workshops, which brought Canadian teachers to Mexico. Another 
large part, I would argue, is the work of Canadian schoolteacher, 
George Reimer, now resident in Chihuahua, in simply promoting 
alternative ways of teaching that do not aim to change Old Colony 
understandings of the world.36 In any case, by 1998, according to 
Gracia Schlabach, “a School Committee … of eight visionary Old 
Colony men was formed” in Mexico. This informal Old Colony 
School Committee sought educational reform and emphasized 
“grade levels and used textbooks for standard school subjects but 
still upheld the religious training so essential to Old Colony 
culture.”37 Schlabach overlooks the ongoing developments in the 
Old Colony schools in Mexico, advanced by these MCC workshops 
as well as by Reimer.  

The first Amish and Old Order Mennonite teachers from the 
United States arrived in Mexico in 2000 to build on this impulse for 
reform. The teachers were between 18 and 60 years old, but most 
were young, single women in their 20s. Before their arrival in 
Mexico, they would typically not have met people outside of their 
own religious group; that is, Amish women would not have spent as 
much time with Old Order Mennonite women or vice-versa, 
because they lived in different areas and had social lives strongly 
tied to their family and religious community. They usually taught 
in Mexico for one to five years after several years in Amish or Old 
Order Mennonite parochial schools in the US.38 They possessed 
what Dewalt describes as “the general consensus of what the 
Amish [or Old Order Mennonite] community believes are 
qualifications for becoming a good … teacher. A good teacher will 
be educated, modest in dress and speech, able to discipline in a 
fair and equitable manner, courteous to students and visitors, and 
Christian in word and deed.”39 This combination of religious 
character and teaching gifts allowed them to teach students in 
religious life and in core curriculum.  

The Amish and Old Order Mennonites, even though not fluent in 
German, the language of instruction, or Low German, the Old 
Colony Mennonites’ primary means of communication, overcame 
the linguistic barrier by being uniquely positioned to teach in Old 
Colony Mennonite schools.40 Nolt summarizes the Amish 
perspective, stating that in an ideal scenario, a teacher “arrives in 
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a cooperating colony, instructs for several weeks [in limited 
German] with the Old Colony teacher observing, assisting, and 
slowly taking more responsibility until the Amish teacher turns the 
class entirely over to the Old Colony teacher for ten days.”41 They, 
thus, sought to affect reform but without changing the 
curriculum’s foundation: the Bible, the Old Colony hymnbook and 
Old Colony catechism.  

At the same time, their letters and individual and collective 
memoirs exhibit a certain level of colonialism. According to 
teacher Mary Stoltzfus’s 2008 report, the US teachers aimed to 
“nurtur[e] the school toward orderliness and teaching of good 
values and study habits.”42 They, thus, introduced new ideas like 
report cards, tests and achievement charts and challenged what 
they understood as the Old Colony seating arrangement, where 
younger children and those with the most difficulties had 
traditionally been seated at the back of the classroom.43 In her 2006 
letter, teacher Esther Coblenz reflects on the teachers’ work 
outside of the classroom as well. She explains that they instituted 
organized games on the playground, and implies that she and other 
teachers taught the Old Colony children how to play.44 This attitude 
seems to stem from their experience in the US, where Amish and 
Old Order Mennonite teachers have been in charge of recess and 
must see to it that children play in specific ways; this practice is 
contrasted to the more unstructured and unsupervised play among 
Old Colony children in Mexico.  

In addition to this task, Amish and Old Order Mennonite 
teachers undertook other reforms of Old Colony practices in 
Mexico that surprised them. A 2010 letter from Miriam Yoder, who 
first went to Mexico as a prospective teacher, exemplifies these 
differences. She notes that she “didn’t see any big houses like we 
have here in the states [sic]. If we’d do with 50% less… we’d still 
be rich.”45 Her letter shows that while she clearly appreciates her 
material possessions in the US, she encourages her home 
community to live more simply. Yoder may emphasize this 
simplicity for the purposes of her sponsoring organization or to 
encourage Amish people to return to their roots, which encourage 
humility. Rachel Miller’s 2008 memoir echoes Yoder’s remarks: 
“There are many … here with a lot less than what we call a 
necessity… A kitchen sink is a prized possession. A white crayon is 
a treasure.”46 In the US, the Amish might have had less furniture 
and fewer technological innovations than their neighbours, but in 
comparison to the average Old Colony home in Mexico, the Amish 
had the relative privilege and comfort.47 Perhaps the US teachers 
were overstating the situation in Mexico, but my own casual 
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observations of Manitoba Colony suggest that there is significant 
wealth here and in other Mennonite colonies in Mexico, even 
though some colonies distribute their resources more equitably 
than others. Clear differences exist in roads, schools and church 
buildings between villages in the same colony.48 Likely, the authors 
emphasized these differences for their audience.  

The teachers focused on other differences between the US and 
Mexican Mennonite schools, and no doubt, they did so for the 
purposes of their fundraising publication. Rachel Anne Beiler, who 
taught in Mexico in 2011, observes that the quantity and quality of 
material goods available to everyday people differ significantly 
between the two countries. In a 2011 letter she states that the 
teachers’ apartment in Mexico was not as well furnished as she 
might have hoped: “From the outside it doesn’t look like much; just 
a long, low, shabby-looking building. Inside however, it’s nice and 
very Americanized! Our pantry, however, is unique, with shelves 
right in the kitchen.”49 In her 2004 letter, LeAnna Miller describes 
another situation, where the teachers lived in the same building as 
the school. She explains that the “three of us teachers here each 
have our own bedroom on the upstairs level. In each bedroom, they 
put a bed and a little table. There’s also a closet with an overhead 
shelf in each room. A large ‘Spazier Stube’ (visiting room) and 
bathroom are also upstairs. On the ground level, we have an L-
shaped kitchen and a small pantry …”50 Beiler and Miller’s letters, 
as well as Rachel Miller’s memoir, show that the women were 
trying to deal with their new context through the lens of what they 
and their supporters would understand. Beiler also tries to make 
light of her situation by joking that “for lack of chairs, [fellow 
teacher] Martha [Ann Shirk]’s office chair is a five gallon bucket. 
Amazingly, it’s adjustable! You can put a pillow on top to make it 
higher. We also took a wardrobe drawer and turned it upside down, 
now it’s a desk. Little luxuries!”51 This sense of humor, and 
reference to objects such as a bucket and a pillow, that people at 
home would understand, suggests that Beiler and her fellow 
teachers and house sisters sought for ways to make their 
experiences understandable back home.  

 
 

Unexpected Leadership in Mexico 
 

The teachers’ reflections also point to new and unexpected 
responsibilities for women. The experiences that they record in 
Called to Mexico, Vision for the Journey or in the Old Colony 
Mennonite Support Newsletter show that teaching offered them, as 
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unmarried women in conservative religious communities, 
opportunities to travel, develop school materials, and try new 
things. The context of this choice may be that teachers in the US 
are generally undervalued and, in particular in Amish and Old 
Order Mennonite communities which offer less remuneration than 
do public schools. There are also few opportunities for the women 
to affect change within their communities. Thus, some women 
travel to Mexico to seek adventure within a culturally appropriate 
framework. Elizabeth Gingerich’s 2012 letter, for instance, 
explains how and why she became a teacher. In December 2011 
she received a phone call from the Old Colony Mennonite Support 
Network board, concerned about finding teachers for the “new” 
schools in the spring. Gingerich explains that she accepted 
because she “had no paying job, so it definitely looked inviting 
from that aspect, plus adventuresome!”52 Others, like Rachel 
Miller, note that they were simply “called to teach in Mexico.” The 
call from the board confirmed what this woman sensed was the 
divine call for her life, a calling that “has been and still is a great 
challenge.”53  

Both those teachers who dreamed about being in Mexico, and 
teachers who arrived by chance, describe their difficulties and the 
ways that they tried to adapt to Old Colony culture with a certain 
bravado. For example, they speak about the challenge of 
developing a new curriculum. This scenario follows what historian 
Marlene Epp observes about Canadian female Mennonite 
missionaries in foreign countries, places in which women often had 
more opportunities than they did at home.54 Epp explains that 
women were leaders in their mission work long before they could 
be in official leadership at home, and that there were more 
opportunities in church work than in their insular communities. 
These new roles were downplayed on trips home where women 
missionaries could only report on their work, while male 
missionaries could preach sermons based on their foreign 
experiences.55 Anthropologist Doreen Helen Klassen’s descriptions 
of single women in Mexico who worked in Manitoba Colony’s 
Altenheim, an interdenominational senior’s home, reflect a similar 
experience. These women gained significant independence 
through their work: it afforded them opportunities for further 
education and training as well as homeownership even though they 
were living in ways atypical for their culture.56 

In her 2010 letter, LeAnna Miller, who was a teacher and then a 
school principal at various points between 2002 and 2011, reflects 
on her work in reforming Old Colony Mennonite curriculum and 
workbooks. She mentions the dearth of materials available in 
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Mexico and states that there is much work to be done. “Our goal is 
to someday have the Old Colony Mennonites being able to teach 
alone. In order to reach that goal, we have been working on helping 
make some extra curriculum items. A number of these items will 
include detailed teacher instructions.” As she sees it, her role in 
informal teacher training in Mexico could well leave a legacy for 
future teachers. Her letter reviews various projects and notes that 
“It has meant extra hours at times for the teachers who work on 
this along with a busy schedule otherwise. But visions of the future 
fruits give the needed inspiration to continue.”57 It is clear that 
LeAnna Miller was committed to the project’s goal of helping 
children learn to read rather to memorize. This commitment in 
Mexico had given her a greater role than she might have had as a 
teacher in Amish parochial schools in the US; in Mexico, she was 
farther away from religious leaders of her own community, 
allowing her the freedom to try new things.  

This sense of purpose and responsibility was important because 
sometimes new teachers were thrust into situations where they 
were suddenly in charge. Ella Nolt, an Old Order Mennonite 
woman, went to Mexico as a teacher in the fall of 2008 and 
throughout that school term worked closely with two other 
teachers from the US. Then, in the spring, she was the only US 
teacher. A 2009 letter to the OCMS newsletter relates her 
anxieties: “suddenly I was in charge. It was rather scary – suppose 
I make the wrong decisions because I don’t know enough about the 
Old Colony customs and they will be offended? On the other hand 
maybe I am too scared to do anything and I’ll be of no use at all?” 
Nolt uses a humble rhetoric to appeal to her supporters’ values and 
explain the unusual circumstance in which she, as a woman, took 
leadership to advance a school reform project. Evidently the 
project’s success depended on good relationships, meaning that she 
could not go against social norms in Mexico. She concludes her 
letter by thanking her house sisters for their support and people at 
home for their prayers.58 These reflections illustrate women who 
surpassed some stereotypes. The teachers’ letters, which were 
written to the home communities in a fundraising medium, were 
constructed within existing paradigms to seek the emotional, as 
well as financial, support of their home communities as they 
embarked on these new ventures.  
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Renewed Religious Devotion 
 

Reflections on teaching in Mexico also show that the women 
experienced new forms of religious devotion. They had the 
opportunity to reflect on the positive aspects of their own culture, 
articulate new developments in their understanding of their faith 
in God and use this reflection and articulation to transform the 
schools in which they taught. Mary Stoltzfus, who taught in Mexico 
for multiple periods between 2005 and 2011, lauds Amish culture, 
which, we assume, would be helpful in the fundraising aspect of 
the newsletter. One of her letters from 2009 asks those who 
support Old Colony Mennonite school reform to “give thanks for 
the privileges we as Amish have – an established school system, for 
bishops who care about and enforce church standards, for the 
positive changes our youth make, for a sound family structure, and 
many more things we take too much for granted.”59 This letter 
implies that teaching in another context has helped Stoltzfus gain a 
new appreciation for her own culture. She also implies that in 
Mexico, Old Colony Mennonites do not have bishops who 
consistently enforce standards outlined in their catechism, and 
that Old Colony families often struggle. Rachel Miller gives as an 
example a family in which the father was a “drunkard and his wife 
and children … are said to have nothing to eat except what others 
share with them.”60 Erma Miller offers her highly optimistic 
solution to these issues in a letter from 2004. She writes that once 
Old Colony Mennonites are able to better read and understand 
their German Bibles, they will solve these problems. In her view, 
“If they do not understand the Scriptures, what do they reach for 
when they need help? (Such as when they are into drugs, alcohol or 
are battling suicidal thoughts?) We need to help open the door to 
the real life – life in Christ. This brings a whole new world to 
them.”61 Clearly, she believes that she has this type of life, allowing 
her to deal with problems as they arise so that she can extend this 
life to others. Her letter suggests that Old Colony people cannot 
read their Bibles, and that if they can, they are not interpreting 
them correctly. It also implies that she believes that the Amish do, 
and that as a result, their communities do not have these 
problems.62 Similarly, Mary Zook concludes that she is in the right 
place to serve others. In her view, “One of our greatest missions 
here is to dilute the misery of the world,” in other words, to 
confront the difficult economic circumstances of others.63 She 
encounters this reality in the school reform project and is eager to 
communicate it to supporters who may wish to join this project. 
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The Amish and Old Order Mennonite teachers’ letters and 
reflections also articulate an increased reliance on prayer and on 
specific passages from the Bible. This development follows 
sociologist Cory Anderson’s argument that in Amish and Old Order 
Mennonite communities women are offered specific markers of 
devotion, even when they are not granted formal leadership 
opportunities.64 Rachel Miller concludes her memoir by thanking 
“God for his sufficient grace and for providing a clear vision for 
the journey.”65 Almost every letter in the OCSN newsletters echoes 
this rhetoric of humility: this language includes prayers, 
meaningful Bible verses or expressions of a new reliance on God. 
Elsie Yoder, who taught in Mexico from 2005 to 2010, writes the 
following to supporters in 2006: “God is my refuge and strength, 
and ever present help in trouble. Psalms 46:1. These words often 
come to mind when at times we struggle with whatever it might be 
… Loving children who at times need help and guidance, wishing 
to be with family, but yet we’re so far away.”66 Evidently, reading 
the Bible and remembering verses she learned as a child was 
comforting. She uses a common sign-off in Amish publications, 
“Only me,” seemingly demonstrating a belief that God was 
working through her and that she had gained new faith as a result. 
Many sections of Called to Mexico echo these remarks. Mary Zook 
explains that teaching in Mexico was difficult for her. At certain 
times, she “need[ed] an extra dose of prayer support and total 
reliance on a strength not my own. Fear of the unknown threatens 
to override.” She experienced a perplexing new reality in Mexico 
and was helped by her faith and the Bible verses she had 
committed to memory buoyed her spirits. She reminds herself and 
her supporters that “‘God has not given us the spirit of fear; but of 
power, and of love, and of a sound mind’ (II Timothy 1:7)” This 
extra dose of encouragement allowed her to reflect that “The 
presence of God was felt, and the prayer support of the faithful. 
Praise His name!”67 These expressions of personal difficulty echo 
what Epp observes about female missionaries’ narratives, that they 
were allowed to be exhausted by their work through the paradigm 
of self-denying service.68 The way Rachel Miller, Erma Miller, 
Elsie Yoder and Mary Zook narrate their experiences shows that it 
also led them to new ways to express their religious devotion.  
 
 

Continuity between the US and Mexico 
 

The letters and reflections also highlight that the women did 
more than transform the Old Colony Mennonite schools. They also 
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maintained continuity between their home and host communities 
by performing valued caretaking work or affective and emotional 
labour. According to feminist scholar Johanna Oksala, the labour 
of human contact and interaction is most often produced by 
women.69 Suzannah Weiss adds that women are particularly adept 
in “the exertion of energy for the purpose of addressing people’s 
feelings, making people comfortable, or living up to social 
expectations.”70 For the Old Order Mennonite and Amish women 
this included several of the tasks Weiss outlines, such as keeping a 
living space neat, providing guests with food, and keeping the 
peace with cohabitants.71  

In fact, some of the Amish and Old Order women participated in 
the school reform project exclusively in this caretaking capacity by 
dedicating themselves exclusively to homemaking in a role called 
“house sisters.” Their performance of such a role may also have 
appealed to supporters who were used to women performing 
domestic and emotional labour in their communities. A letter by 
Ruby Zehr, a house sister in 2009 and 2010, shows the importance 
of this caretaking role. She encourages “anyone to step forward 
and take the challenge to be … house keepers [sisters]. It 
encourages the teachers to have someone to just listen to their 
frustrations and concerns.”72 The house sisters’ reports also 
acknowledge that this was a difficult task. In a 2009 letter Marie 
Kauffman almost denies her own hard work as she states: “There 
are some challenges for the Haus Schwester [house sister] too. But 
of course not like having the heavy load that the teachers carry.”73 
Lydia Bontrager echoes Kauffman’s self-effacement, saying that 
she only came to Mexico as a house sister and that she “helped out 
here and there.”74 At the same time, as longtime teacher Elsie 
Martin (2009-present) explains in a 2010 submission, she and her 
fellow teachers, Mary Stoltzfus, Gracia Schlabach and Nora 
Troyer, felt “pampered” by house sisters Martha Shirk and Arlene 
Zimmerman.75 This emotional work was important to these women 
and, clearly, both the teachers and US-based supporters 
understood its value.  

Teachers also frame their own work as caretaking. This follows 
what Dewalt claims about most Amish teachers in the US, that they 
take their responsibility of education seriously. Indeed, when 
“asked what they like best about teaching, teachers usually 
indicate the positive interactions and associations that they build 
with the scholars [students],” and many state that the children are 
their “greatest joy.”76 The same is true of many Amish and Old 
Order Mennonite teachers in Mexico. Rachel Miller reflects on a 
single day where she “taught math and reading, helped Alwin 
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Friesen and Corny Wiebe, settled fights.” After school was over, 
she visited with her neighbours and met her students’ parents.77 
Just one day seemed taxing on many levels, like teaching 
anywhere. Mary Zook’s 2004 letter describes the students’ 
trajectory in school in the Las Bombas Colony: “First it was 
fascinating to just page through and look at the pictures, but some 
have now discovered the pleasure of reading. To us, that is truly a 
reward!”78 She seems to appeal to her supporters at home who 
shared her satisfaction of teaching children to read. LeAnna 
Miller’s letter from the same year would agree with Zook. She 
writes that, “Seeing the joy they have in learning makes many of 
our hurdles dwindle in size.” The same letter gives examples of 
this joy, including of one boy telling his mother he was excited 
about next day’s spelling test!79 In a note two years later, Esther 
Coblenz, expresses appreciation for her students’ enthusiasm: 
“Something they often say is ‘Ich liebe die Schule.’ (I love school).” 
This love went both ways as Coblenz’s letter adds that: “It is a 
pleasure to teach children who appreciate school and are excited 
about learning.”80 There seems to be a combination of love for 
children and a love for learning for many of the teachers. As Mary 
Stoltzfus states, “Our desire is to love these children 
unconditionally and respect the [Old Colony Mennonite] 
teachers.”81 This emphasis on love and pleasure, even when it 
came from a somewhat paternalistic standpoint, maintained 
continuity between the teachers’ home communities in the US and 
their experience in Mexico.  

The teachers’ sense of caretaking is particularly evident in the 
ways they describe teaching children with learning disabilities. In 
one colony, Nueva Holanda, they began a special education 
classroom, in line with the development of special education 
classrooms in Amish schools in the US.82 Lizzie Hershberger, who 
served as a teacher from 2009 to 2011, states that “At first we 
thought, with some help, the slow learners would be in the regular 
classroom again, but we soon discovered most times it doesn’t 
work that way.” She adds that the school, like the Amish schools in 
the US, includes children with disabilities in activities with other 
children whenever possible, such as catechism, devotions and 
recess.83 This means that “They feel more like a part of the big 
group.” Clearly, the teachers were concerned for the wellbeing of 
the group, as well as for particular students. Hershberger also 
elaborates on the time spent with one particular student who found 
reading especially challenging; as she did not think that the 
student would be in school for very long, she felt it was “important 
to teach him as much about the Bible as possible.” 84 These letters 
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support the idea that teachers were involved in important 
emotional labour or caretaking work in the special needs 
classroom and with other students. This approach to teaching, 
along with the willingness with which some women performed 
hard work as house sisters, speaks to the importance of emotional 
labour in their communities. In spite of taking on new 
responsibilities and expressing personal devotion in different 
ways, the women maintained a sense of continuity between their 
homes in the US and their experience teaching in Mexico.  

 
 

Conclusion 
 

The project to reform Old Colony Mennonite schools, then, has 
been the outgrowth of three quarters of a century of contact 
between conservative religious groups in the US and in Mexico. In 
the past two decades, the Amish and Old Order Mennonite 
teachers and house sisters have written letters to their supporters, 
penned a memoir, and contributed to a collective memoir, Called 
to Mexico. They had little experience outside of their home 
communities prior to traveling to Mexico, and their writing 
exhibits some paternalistic attitudes towards Old Colony 
Mennonites in Mexico. It also emphasizes the differences between 
the US Old Orders and the Mexican Old Colonists, no doubt, to 
garner financial support and prayers from their home 
communities. At the same time, spending time in Mexico 
influenced the women’s religious lives. Their letters also show that 
they linked their challenges to experiences at home by continuing 
to value caretaking. As the house sisters and teachers leave their 
homes for opportunities in Mexico, some aspects of their lives may 
change, but the women remain grounded in their own rich 
traditions.  
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